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12 ROCKY MOUNTAIN Road Fort Nelson
British Columbia
$214,900

Quality is top of mind at every turn! Stunning 3 bed, 2 bath plus study with gleaming hardwood throughout and

space galore! Sprawling ensuite and WIC with direct access to sunken hot tub on the 66 ft long composite

covered deck! Partial open concept allows ease to entertain without minding the mess! Beautiful, bright and

airy family room with french-doors leading directly to the study will complement your lifestyle if you are

working from home or containing toys! Hardi-board siding, wrap-around driveway and wired shop top of this

one-of-a-kind acreage! (id:6769)

Foyer 7 ft ,4 in X 10 ft ,9 in

Kitchen 13 ft ,7 in X 12 ft ,9 in

Dining room 13 ft ,4 in X 10 ft ,1 in

Living room 12 ft ,9 in X 22 ft ,4 in

Primary Bedroom 15 ft ,5 in X 13 ft

Bedroom 2 12 ft ,7 in X 10 ft ,6 in

Bedroom 3 9 ft ,7 in X 11 ft ,7 in

Study 12 ft ,7 in X 12 ft ,7 in
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